DNR has a Right of Way and/or an acquired easement(s) from private landowner within the quarter-quarter section.

Mineral Lease Information and DNR Ownership
T49N,R26W

- **Mineral Lease Nominations**
  - Oil and Gas Auction
  - Oil and Gas Direct
  - Federal Oil and Gas Review
  - Metallic Mineral Direct/Auction
  - Nonmetallic Mineral Direct/Auction
  - Multiple Nomination Lease Types

- **Lease Classification Recommendation**
  - Development
  - Development with Restrictions
  - Mixed Classification
  - Non-Development
  - Non-Leasable

- **Lease Number**
  - Z12345 Nonmetallic Mineral Lease
  - M12345 Metallic Mineral Lease
  - N12345 Non-Development Lease
  - R12345 Development with Restrictions Lease
  - 12345 Development Lease

- **Parcels**
  - Multiple parcels with varying types of ownership within a quarter-quarter section.

- **Transportation**
  - Highways
  - Paved Roads
  - Gravel Roads
  - Poor Dirt Roads

- **Hydrology**
  - Lakes and Rivers
  - Streams

- **Political**
  - Cities
  - Township
  - Counties

**MAP INFORMATION**

The information displayed on this map is intended for general purposes only. Specific ownership information should be verified by contacting the MDNR.

The quality and completeness of this data is unknown. It is suggested that this data be combined with a second source, such as plat maps, to further identify ownership.

The amount of acquired easement(s) within a quarter-quarter section is identified by acreage labels in the upper-right corner of each quarter-quarter section. The classification designations on individual parcels are reviewed each time lands are offered for lease. Classification designations are for the upcoming Lease Auction/Sale. Other Nominations are currently being processed by the MDNR.

The amount of acreage owned within a quarter-quarter section is determined by acreage labels in the upper-right corner of each quarter-quarter section. The quality and completeness of this data is unknown. It is suggested that this data be combined with a second source, such as plat maps, to further identify ownership.

The quality and completeness of this data is unknown. It is suggested that this data be combined with a second source, such as plat maps, to further identify ownership.

The amount of acquired easement(s) within a quarter-quarter section is identified by acreage labels in the upper-right corner of each quarter-quarter section.